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It's after the first day and Sora, Riku, and Kairi are chatting. But can they get their lines right?
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1 - Destiny Islands #2

((Disclaimer: I don't own Kingdom Hearts.pooh))

If you haven't read any of the others skip this cuz you probably don't care!

Cast Tryout #3

{Overview: So far, after messing two scenes up already, the old director left. So we have a new one.}

New Director: The old director quit so I'm the new one.

Sora//Kairi//Riku: Hi new director guy!

New Director: Yeah, scene 3; take one. You guys are on the little island after the first day and talking.
Action!

Sora: *tries balancing himself on the Paopou Tree*

Kairi: Quit squirming Sora!

Sora: But I got a wedgie!

Riku: *growls* Shut up!

Sora//Kairi: *stare* Why're you so grumpy?

Riku: Because of these frigging pants!

Kairi: Yeah, so?

Riku: I don't like the M.C. Hammer look.

New Director: C'mon! Follow the script!

Riku: Fine.*sighs* Suppose there are other worlds out there. Then ours' is just a little piece of something
much greater. *makes voice go higher* You've been thinking---

Kairi: Hey! That's MY line!

Riku: Oops, sorry. *smiles*

Sora: Just keep reading.



Kairi: *clears throat* You've been thinking a lot lately, haven't you?

Riku: Yep. Being constipated gave me a lot of time to think.

Sora: That's not your line!

Kairi: *whacks Riku in back*

Riku: *screams like small child and falls into water a mighty 7 feet below*

Kairi//Sora: *suddenly hear giggling*

Riku: *floating in water* These pants make me float!

Kairi: Look! *points at water*

Riku: *looks* Augh! Shark!

Yellow Fin: *scares Riku who swims away faster than a speeding bullet* Ha ha! Look at him go!

Sora: *sighs* Cloud, why'd you do that?

Cloud: *has a momentary blonde moment* I dunno. *Walks off set*

New Director: I'm beginning to see why the old director left and put me in charge.
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